
ODE EMIS Conference Call Summary 
         3.21.22      Notes provided Naja Bailey (META) and Catherine Wright (NEONET) 

 
Data Collector Restarts this morning – ODE had a ZIS issue over the weekend.  
Whenever ODE restarts their Report Collector, all ITC Data Collectors also need 
restarted to re-establish the connection.  ODE emailed ITCs this morning to 
perform the restarts. 
 
Community School Data Pull – ODE will be pulling Community School “S” 
enrollment data for the April payments based on submissions made by 5pm 
Tuesday, March 22, 2022. 
 
FTE Detail Report Updates – ODE added a few columns to FTE Detail Reports for 
the new funding system, including Gifted FTE and CTE FTE.   This CTE FTE is not 
exactly the same thing as the weighted CTE FTE that is still on the CTE FTE reports.  
The new column on the FTE Detail Report shows the proportion of overall FTE 
they’re spending in Career Tech courses.  In the new funding system, this 
generates a little different level of funding than what non-Career Tech time 
generates.  This takes their Adjusted FTE to-date and breaks it up into two 
buckets: Career Tech and non-Career Tech.  It becomes even more important 
for next year because this year’s data gets used to figure out the base costs for 
next year. 
 
Q:  Where does Gifted funding go for a Gifted ID student who attends a JVS full-
time? 
A:  The JVS doesn’t get Gifted ID weighted funding, so if they’re a full-time JVS 
student, Gifted ID funding doesn’t get generated at all.  There is no Gifted on 
the JVS SFPR.  We will follow-up with the Funding people to clarify. 
 
Course Grade Missing Report – ODE will begin producing a Missing report for the 
Student Course Grade “L” Collection, which should be helpful as ODE gets 
closer to using this data for their Early Warning System and Progress Towards 
Graduation Reports (which will list courses relevant to readiness seals).  There is 
no consequence if you don’t clear this report.  They’ve developed a standard 
way of showing courses students have taken or that are being taken now.  E.g., 
when they show info to someone about the Science Seal, they can show 
relevant Science courses that they were/are enrolled in and the latest grade 
they have received for that course.  This should make it easier to monitor in one 
place how students have done and to see newly transferred students’ 
courses/grades from their prior district.  Since ODE will begin showing those 
grades on the Progress Towards Graduation reports in the near future, they 
thought it was important to be aware of Student Course Grade (FR) reporting.  
Basic rule for this new missing list:  any course for High School credit that ended > 
30 days ago with no Final Grade reported yet will appear on this new missing 
report as a reminder to submit final grades in this collection.  ODE may do other 
things as time goes on to help get grades reported.  
 
 



ODE’s New EMIS Coordinator Training – New sessions coming up in April were 
announced in a recent EMIS Newsflash.  Anyone is welcome to attend since 
they will be virtual and no registration is required, just show up for the sessions 
you would like. 
 
ODDEX Updates – New release coming out this Thursday will include: 

1) ODDEX > Records > Special Ed module will now include Special Ed Grad 
Requirement Exemptions (FE) records for each IEP from FY21 and FY22.  
When you pull up an IEP event, if it has FE records associated with it, the FE 
record popup will appear.  This should be helpful for transfer students, so 
staff can look up the latest IEP exemptions and the IEP Team in the new 
district can do their work.   You can also download this information by 
uploading a list of SSIDs you want to export.   

2) ODDEX > CCP module performance enhancement.   
They are still working with the data hosting company where the ODDEX servers 
are located to determine what that issue is with the ODDEX > SCR module and 
to improve that performance as well. 
 
 
Q&A 
Q:  In the Report Portal where you lookup teacher info from prior years, one of 
our districts sees 20+ Staff IDs that are not tied to them. 
A:  Put that in the helpdesk so we can route it to the right person.  Mention the 
Report Portal and where you are looking it up from, for which year, and include 
a couple Staff IDs so we can look across the state to see who is reporting that 
Staff ID.  Maybe that is a Contract situation; it could take just one student being 
placed somewhere that could generate several Staff IDs to appear for them. 
 
Q:  Will there be a Missing list for the Fall EOC Assessment collection? 
A:  No, we have no easy way to know who is on block scheduling and we didn’t 
get a vendor file.  We don’t focus on Fall EOC too much since those assessments 
can still be reported in the Spring EOC collection. 
 
Q:  Is there still a March survey for the connectivity part of the DN record? 
A:  ODE is not aware of a survey specific to the DN attributes.  You just report the 
applicable program codes (or DN attributes if it is for entire grade levels), it is no 
different from prior years.  ODE is required to give legislature a report by May 15, 
2022, so a new survey will be coming out shortly.  This will not happen through 
EMIS; this new survey will be sent directly to district superintendents asking for 
counts of students attending online vs in person.  The DN and GQ records are still 
reported as applicable through EMIS. 
 
Q:  A lot of districts may go with “Unknown Access to Internet” if they’ve not 
reported it.  Are there still no consequences and they won’t be penalized for 
that? 
A:  We’re not aware of any consequences or what will be displayed on the LRC 
(e.g., “Unknown”). 
 
 



Q:  JVS is questioning how to enter the assessment records (FA) for Cosmetology, 
since they don’t pass Boards or take that assessment until after they leave 
school.  They entered it into the FFE, but nothing is being pulled over.  Do they 
just put that in the Industry Credential Assessment collection? 
A:  You mean this year’s regular assessment collection?  It wouldn’t get counted 
if they did that.  Are we still collecting Industry Credentials in March?  WebXam 
was dropped.  Put in a helpdesk ticket so we can check into that.   
 
 
 
Upcoming schedule 
 
ODE ITC Call – Monday, April 4, 2022, at 10:30 am 
ODE Change Call – Wednesday, April 13, 2022, at 11:00 am 
 
 
 


